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Bike Back Derby is Life Cycle’s innovative bike recycling project based in Derby and funded 
by Derby City Council.  We collect donations of unwanted bicycles from the public and 
take them to one of two prisons we work with, HMP Nottingham and HMP Stocken.  The 
men in prison learn how to strip down, clean and refit them, giving them a new lease of 
life.  
 
Bikes come out of the prison and are taken to our Derby workshop where they are checked, 
tweaked and made ready for sale by Bike Back Derby’s lead mechanic and our fantastic 
team of volunteers. The bikes are then sold at affordable prices with the intention of 
helping local people get a bike and start cycling.  We are a not-for-profit cycling charity 
that wants to make cycling accessible for all, therefore all funds raised at bike sales are put 
directly back into the project. 
 
 
 
The Bike Back project is a small, but dynamic team and we are always looking for 
volunteers with good enthusiasm and mechanical skills to support the project while they 
themselves learn new skills.  Volunteers help us with all aspects of the project including 
fixing bikes, stripping bikes for scrap, servicing old parts and selling bikes to the public 
either directly from the workshop or indeed at various sale events around Derby.   All 
sessions with volunteers are supported by our fully qualified  Lead Mechanic. 
 
 
 
You must:  

 Have a good knowledge of cycle mechanics  

 Enjoy helping bike customers with advice and guidence 

 Love tinkering with bikes 

 Have some aptitude for mechanical things 

 Enjoy working in a team  

 Want to be guided by our lead mechanic 

 Be reliable – we only have a few spaces so we need people to turn up each week 

and on time! 

  

Volunteering for Bike Back: 
 
 
 

Bike Back Derby: our bike recycling project 
 
 

Who makes a great Bike Back volunteer?: 
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 Be willing to make a full disclosure of your criminal history 

 

In addition to the list above, we also request that all volunteers  meet the criteria below. 

 
1. No criminal convictions in the last 6 months.   

2. No history of sexual offending.  

3. No  offences linked to terrorism or extremism 

4. Nobody deemed to still be at high risk of violent behaviour. 

5. Free from problematic drug and alcoholuse for the last 3 months.  

6. Stable mental health for 3 months. 

 

 
 

The bike workshop is located very near to Derby train station.  To help with transport, a bike 
can be made available to you for the duration of your volunteering period. 

Anyone who wants to volunteer with Life Cycle is asked to complete a Volunteer Application 
pack.  This will be emailed to you upon request.   

If you would like to volunteer with us please get in touch with Jonathan Symonds, Bike 
Back Derby volunteer coordinator for more information and a volunteer application pack: 

Email:  jons@lifecycleuk.org.uk 

Tel:  01332 987250 

Eligibility criteria Bike Back volunteers: 
 
 
 

Some things you may want to consider before applying….. 
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